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brought to you by

INSPIRATION AND INNOVATION!
Welcome to Issue 27 of 4walls magazine and
our first issue of 2018! In this issue we will
bring you some thoughtful insight from our
experts with practical ideas on marketing
premium ranges. We introduce you to three
of our gorgeous new mouldings as well as
details of our improved and expanded glass
range. We have features on an extremely
talented collection of artists, alongside our
regular columns and news from our readers.
SGFA artist Sue Lewis Blake tells us more
about her award-winning piece and this issue’s
cover art ‘Before and After’ as well as her

upcoming collaboration with German painter
Ursula Blancke-Dau.
While renowned fantasy artist Linda
Ravenscroft tells us why her new series of
artworks are simply ‘vanishing’. Looking
to our experts, Meg Glasgow tells us how
to treat our display walls as our silent
salesperson. All of this, along with news on
impressive refurbishments, charity events and
exhibitions. We hope you enjoy the issue and,
as ever, we’d love to get your thoughts, so do
get in touch by phone, on email, or connect
with us via our social media channels.

[BEFORE AND AFTER]
Sue Lewis Blake

Pauline

Pauline Hutchinson, Editor
pauline.hutchinson@arqadia.co.uk
4walls by Arqadia

@4wallsbyArqadia

@4wallsbyarqadia
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W H Y J O I N T H E F I N E A RT T R A D E G U I L D?
So many times, when talking to people in the industry, I hear
the comment - ‘I don’t need to be a member of the Fine Art
Trade Guild for my business to survive’. Bearing in mind that
‘Guild Membership’ doesn’t appear on the list of basic needs for
any business, that’s a perfectly valid comment. There are lots of
businesses out there which have managed to survive without being
a member of the Guild. I’ve often asked myself that same question
‘Does my business need the Guild to survive?’
Ian Kenny GCF(APF) Adv. Master of the Guild
master@fineart.co.uk fineart.co.uk
And the answer is most
definitely not.
So, why have I paid my membership
fee every year for close on 30 years?

The answer is simple.
 ecause I want to be part of
B
the Guild.
I want a trade association which
includes all sectors of our
industry, not just framers.
I want the logo on my door
and my website – it provides
assurance to new customers.
I want agreed and transparent
standards to work with – it
makes my life much easier.
I want qualifications which prove
to my customers that I know
what I’m talking about.
I want marketing tools which help
me get my message across.
I want to be kept informed, so
that I can inform my customers.

The list goes on….
Steve Jobs is credited with saying
about the iPhone - ‘People don’t
know what they want until you show
it to them’. Nobody at the time it
was developed needed an iPhone, but
what this ingenious piece of kit did
was to create wants, and then fulfil
them. Nowadays, it would be hard to
imagine life without a smartphone.
These pocket computers have pretty
much crossed the line from being
a ‘want’ to becoming a ‘need’. In a
sense, for me and my business, the
Guild has also crossed the line, and
become a ‘need’.
Over many years, while remaining
‘wants’, things like using the Guild
logo, working to Guild standards,
using the Guild leaflets as selling
tools and being a Certified Framer
have crossed that invisible line
to become ‘needs’. They are fully
intertwined with the fabric of my
business, and I can’t imagine business
life without them.

SEE WHAT YOU CAN GET FROM THE GUILD
Visit fineart.co.uk
and download your own copy of the Guild Member
Services toolkit for free.
Have a good long look, and choose for yourself the
services you might want to use, and decide how your
business could benefit from them. In time, they might
become needs for you too, and all for less than
80p per day!

4walls
OFFER RE ADERS
SPECIAL

FOR

Join the Guild before
28/02/2018 and get
one copy each of
these Guild books:

Glossary of Framing Terms
Conservation Framing
Frame Design
Three books with a value of

£88.00

ABSOLUTELY FREE!

Quote 4walls
on your membership application.
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SU E LE WIS
BLA KE
Susan Lewis Blake has had
a fantastic year. First winning
the County Council Award at
the Derbyshire Open for an
oil painting of a Derbyshire
landscape and then, more
recently, picking up ‘Overall Best
in Show’ with this issue’s cover
art, ‘Before and After’ at the
Society of Graphic Fine Art’s
Draw 17 exhibition.
Now based in the Derbyshire Dales, Sue
takes a lot of inspiration from the rugged
Derbyshire landscapes that surround her,
indeed it was her oil painting of Froggatt
Edge titled ‘Sunday’ that won her the
award at the Derbyshire Open exhibition.
But Sue is not a Derbyshire native, her
parents and whole extended family are
Welsh, and Sue spent her formative
years growing up and going to school in
Warwickshire.

Sue’s love of art began early. She
comments: “I simply can’t remember a
time when I wouldn’t have preferred to be
drawing or painting to doing anything else.
Luckily I was encouraged by my parents
who realised how important it was to me.”
Sue enjoyed school but decided to leave
and enrol on a two-year foundation course
at the age of 16. She was able to study for
A Levels at the same time, always having
had an equal fascination with the academic
study of art as well as its practical aspects.
It was this fascination that was behind her
decision not to specialise in one specific
area for her degree; gaining a BA and
then an MA in Visual Art at, what is now,
Aberystwyth University. A specialist art
teaching qualification from Goldsmiths
College, London, followed and paved
the way for a career in teaching (while
continuing to practise as an artist).
Sue’s work, ‘Before and After’, was

originally created for a 2016 exhibition at
the Kultur Bäckerei in Lüneburg, Germany,
called ‘Lost and Found’. Talking about the
piece, Sue comments: “This work was a
wonderful opportunity to develop a range
of ideas in an artistic conversation with
German painter Ursula Blancke-Dau.
“We had initially sketched the log piles
together in a forest near Lüneburg, both
of us drawn towards the repeat pattern of
the stack and the spray-painted marks on
the surfaces. Then back in my own studio,
using sketches and memory, I began to play
with the idea of overlaying the shapes and
forms – the organic, flowing character of
the original trees contrasting with the near
geometry of the logs they’ve become, and
the fine lined saplings that are springing up
for the process to start again.
“I had no firm idea of the outcome of the
piece before I started, I just knew I wanted
to create a piece with lost and found
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Before and After

[ F E AT U R E D A RT I S T ]

partly responsible for its success.

elements. It evolved by playing really: just
cutting and rearranging several drawings
on the same theme until I was happy with
the mood and composition created.”
Sue is currently in the very early stages of
preparing for a further joint exhibition with
Ursula. This time Ursula will be bringing
her paintings to the UK for a 2019 show
at Buxton Museum. Sue comments: “It
sounds like a long way off but we want to
be able to exhibit mostly new work and
the theme this time is ‘circles’. We both
live in areas where there are ancient sites
and stone circles so it’s likely that these will
provide some fascinating starting points.”
Speaking of her recent achievements, Sue
is rightly proud to have been elected a full
member of the Society of Graphic Fine Art
[The Drawing Society] and was amazed
when ‘Before and After’ was awarded
‘Overall Best in Show’ at Draw 17, the
society’s annual open exhibition at the
Menier Gallery in London.

“Whenever I prepare a piece for an
exhibition, I ensure that it’s presented well.
Sometimes there are elements of collage
or relief in my work and these create
real challenges when it comes to framing,
which is why I work with an expert framer.
Framing is an art in itself and it’s never
worth skimping.”
Sue receiving her award
Sue has worked with local framer Sarah
Jennings for several years. Using ‘The
Mobile Framer’ to ‘complete’ her pieces.
Sue comments: “There’s a trend to display
box canvases without frames, but this
can lead to damaged edges and a rather
‘shabby’ look. Equally, the fact that canvases
sit directly on the wall, I feel can actually
detract from the image. A border draws
the eye back in towards the work. My work
‘Sunday’ was a testament to this; I’m sure
my choice of a contemporary tray frame to
create a simple natural wood border was

Sue’s paintings have been exhibited in
the UK, France and Germany and are
now in numerous private collections.
Commissions, residencies and
opportunities have resulted in works
being on permanent display in such
diverse venues as JD Wetherspoons Spon
Gate, Coventry and the National Trust’s
Orangery at Charlecote Park. For more
information visit
lewis-blake.co.uk

S AB LE

C OL LE CTI ON
C ARBON

FRAME
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[NEW PRODUCTS]

NE W

WI N TE R

LAU NC HE S

At Arqadia, we are dedicated to providing our customers with a fantastic range of industry leading designs and quality mouldings.
As part of this ongoing commitment, we have launched a selection of new products as part of our winter collection.

LARSON JUHL CARBON
COLLECTION
Inspired by the ancient technique of
preserving wood through charring,
known as ‘Yakisugi’, our new Carbon
range comes in two profiles, 38mm
and 64mm wide.
Great for modern, contemporary, or
traditional styles it has a rich, “midnight”
finish, with a heavy texture and foiled
finish - a robust, charred aesthetic.

ANJOU

COLLECTION

Exclusively Larson Juhl, the Carbon
collection is available in single length or
via our chop service.

ARQADIA SABLE COLLECTION

ARQADIA ANJOU COLLECTION

Recent interior design trends have seen
a real move towards the authentic,
with an emphasis on natural materials
and textures. The popularity of wood
in particular is key to unlocking this
aesthetic.

While echoing the current trend for
metallic and using a lustrous foil finish,
our new Anjou collection features a
simple, elegant, classic, soft scoop profile
that will complement any piece for years
to come.

Featuring real wood veneer, the rich
depth of colour in our new Sable
collection will enhance any artwork.
Available in three colours - teak, coffee
and walnut, and two standard profiles
- 39mm and 68mm.

Suitable for all types of artwork and
featuring a black back, Anjou is available
in four different foil finishes - black, gold,
silver and champagne; and in two profiles
- 20mm and 40mm.
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U S I N G
CON S E RVAT I ON
M OU NT B OAR D ?
BEWAR E O F
FA KE N E WS !
Arqadia managing director Jonathan Burrage highlights the importance of
using genuine conservation mountboard – especially if that is what you are
selling! He also warns about the threat of malpractice and the hidden costs
of cutting corners with substandard alternatives – which could be done in
total ignorance if the small print is not checked.
New to the industry last summer, I quickly discovered
that nothing beats the visual wow factor of a
beautifully framed piece of art. The subject might
be a painting by a well-known artist or it could be a
family heirloom of huge sentimental value. Either way,
once framed, the item is likely to be treasured for
aesthetic, emotional or financial reasons – or maybe
even all three!
As market leader, we have always been and remain
committed to upholding and enhancing the standards
within our industry. With this in mind, we are
alarmed by the questionable tactics being adopted
by some within it. It seems that some suppliers are
deceptively producing, marketing and selling inferior
quality mountboards with the implication that they
have the same properties and qualities of the more
superior, conservation grade options. This is not
the case! Poor quality mountboard might save a few
quid but, in the long term, it could result in damaged
artwork, damaged reputations and very unhappy
consumers seeking compensation.
We have been working closely with the Fine Art
Trade Guild (FATG) to tackle this issue and promote
the importance of transparency. Indeed, the highly
respected Mal Reynolds has taken up the cause

and covers it in the current issue of Art + Framing
Today. He is also incorporating the confusion and
pitfalls surrounding falsely marketed, inferior quality
mountboard into his GCF teaching material. This
industry is not without its challenges and we would
be mad to add pressure to this by not following a
strong code of best practice and honest trading.
A number of products on the market are promoted
by implication to have the qualities and benefits of
conservation. Don’t be fooled that ‘conservation
backed’ mountboard is the same as conservation
mountboard… It is no different from a restaurant
offering vegetarian ingredients whilst the dish is also
full of chicken! The message is pointless because
other elements of the product negate its relevance.
It is scandalous, really. If in doubt, I suggest you
contact the FATG to check. We do not want framers
to be misled and then, potentially, inadvertently,
mislead the consumer – who could end up with
damaged artwork. Not a good result for anyone.
On the upside, I can reassure all Arqadia customers
that we will continue to invest in maintaining standards
and promoting best - i.e. honest – practice, which
in turn will help us to further, not threaten, the
reputation of framers and the framing industry at large.
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SPONSORING

DRAW

17

Arqadia recently sponsored the Society of Graphic Fine Art’s
(SGFA) annual open exhibition at the Menier Gallery in London,
also providing a prize for the Draw 17 competition.
Each year in October the Society exhibits more than 200 works
of art selected from hundreds of submissions from around
the country. Techniques and media range from traditional
to experimental. Prizes are awarded for drawings, prints,
artworks in colour and monochrome, as well as numerous other
categories. The event also raises funds for the Artists’ General
Benevolent Institution (AGBI).

by endorsing our work, it has also given an individual artist
confidence in their practice by awarding them with a prize fitting
to their profession.” This year’s Arqadia sponsored winner was
Jennifer Jokhoo with a piece called ‘Summer Harvest’.
The society of Graphic Fine Art - The Drawing Society - is the
only national society in the UK dedicated exclusively to drawing.
Founded in 1919, the society promotes fine drawing skills in
both traditional and contemporary media. Today the society has
more than 130 elected members and is made up of national and
international artists. For more information visit sgfa.org.uk

Maz Jackson, SGFA member, commented: “In its generosity,
Arqadia has not only helped make the exhibition a success

Sarah Harris

Annika McSevery

2017

FAT G

Graham Perryman

SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS ANNOUNCED

Each year the Fine Art Trade Guild, in partnership with Arqadia,
offers a number of scholarships in order to give students of
the craft the opportunity to take their Guild Certified Framer
(Accredited Professional Framer) exam and achieve their initial
Continuing Professional Development points.
The scholarship is designed to help framers at the start of
their careers, and those who do not have formal training. It is
recommended that all GCF candidates have at least 12 months'
framing experience to build up the necessary knowledge and skills.

This year the top results were very close, and so it was decided
that scholarships would be awarded to the top three candidates:
Graham Perryman from Dragonfly Framing; Sarah Harris from
Folly Framing; and Annika McSeveny from Antika Picture Framing.
For more information visit fineart.co.uk/arqadia-scholarship
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YO U WO N ’T FIN D A
BET T E R R A N G E O F G L A S S
Having the correct glazing is very important to the framing
process. Almost every framed piece requires some form of
glazing, performing the vital function of protecting the artwork
within it.
In its expanded offer, Arqadia has 15 ranges of glass and acrylic
making sure that framers have the appropriate breadth of choice
for a multitude of framing needs. As we all know, having the
correct glazing can not only make a huge difference visually but
can impact on the lifetime protection of the piece.
Arqadia’s range of glass includes Clarity by Larson Juhl AR70 and
AR92 as well as Tru Vue Conservation Clear, Museum, UltraVue®,
AR Reflection-free, Reflection Control® and UltraVue® Laminated.

Example of Tru Vue® Museum Glass® layers

Less than 1% light reflection
Over 97% light transmission
Optical coating
2.5mm of glass
Conservation grade
99% UV coating

All with varying degrees of visible light transmission and UV
protection, each range has specialist properties from ensuring
crystal clear colour transmission to anti-reflective coatings.
Arqadia’s range of glass will ensure the first thing a customer
will see is their artwork and not their reflection!
For pieces of work where glass isn’t appropriate, Arqadia has
its range of acrylic which includes Tru Vue Optium ® Museum,
Optium®, Conservation Clear, Reflection Control ® and
TruLife ®. In addition, Arqadia offers its own Artscreen which is
available in either polystyrene or acrylic.
Arqadia stocks an exceptional range of glass and glazing
products, competitively priced and with customer service that
you can rely on - making it the number one place to go for all
your framing needs.

Optical coating
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FREE

PR I C I NG

S O FT WAR E

Pricing frames can cause many framers much angst and uncertainty. It’s a problem that’s been
around for years: Am I charging enough? Am I being consistent and fair? Which jobs am I making
money on? Surely it’s too hard to work all this out?
Any framer investing in an accurate and well thought out software
will testify that the benefits far outweigh the cost and would never
go back. They feel more professional knowing their pricing is
more accurate and consistent and they see how much it inspires
confidence in customers.

Getting set up is also super-fast and easy; the set up wizard will
literally have you pricing with confidence in seconds. Whether
you are VAT registered or not, the process is simple.

For others, the initial anxiety of investing can understandably hold
them back.

Users will find a great deal of flexibility in adjusting their settings
if they need to; they will also notice how understandable and
intuitive it is to make changes. Mark emphasised: “We worked
really hard in this area, so framers can easily make changes if
they need to. Importantly, we want them to understand what is
happening when they make that change. We want it to be intuitive
and clear in a way that framers are used to.”

Framiac Software who have been
developing pricing software for over
20 years have completely re-developed their popular pricing
software, FramR, from the ground up.
FramR FREE solves these concerns. There’s no signup fee or
ongoing costs; like the name suggest it’s completely free.
FramR FREE is slick and engaging, making pricing a pleasant and
professional experience. It’s been intuitively designed so you can
focus on the most important parts of pricing, without losing the
ability to price even the most complex of frames.
Mark Wilson of Framiac Software said: “We really want to engage
with framers. We want them to be able to price quickly and
confidently and understand where the price is coming from. Our
aim is to remove complication from every part; from getting set
up to pricing a frame, and I think we’ve achieved this.”
As well as having complete catalogues of all the major suppliers,
framers can take advantage of the unique ability to create their
own customised charges so their individual services can be priced
every time consistently and confidently. There are a number of
‘out of the box’ extra charges to get you going but it’s also an
extremely simple and understandable process to build your own.
One of the historic difficulties when using any pricing software
was entering supplier codes into the job form. Sometimes
the code provided to us by the supplier is different to what a
particular framer uses. With FramR FREE you can enter the full or
part code or even search by description making it easy to find the
product you need.
Framers can also rest assured that supplier prices are
automatically updated so they’ll never fall behind as prices rise.
Mark added: “Arqadia is fantastic at keeping prices up to date and
users will automatically benefit from these updates.”

Framiac Software has always been known for its industry best
practice pricing, and this has been carried into FramR FREE.

As well as making the app user-friendly, there are a number of
learning resources available from the in-app help. These include
help documents and engaging videos to get you going in no time.
Mark added: “We are keen to hear from users about what they
think is good and what they would like changed; framers should
have the best experience we can give them.”
FramR FREE will run on your PC, and it will also run on a
Windows tablet. There are a number of Windows tablets on the
market at very affordable prices, meaning you can be mobile while
pricing for a very small investment.
FramR FREE is a native app, it’s fast and responsive and you
don’t have to worry about the internet dropping out while pricing
in front of the customer.
FramR FREE will always be free for every framer
to use and there is no time limit on how long you can use it
for. Framers can take their time getting to know it, to see how
powerful and flexible a good pricing model is, and what benefits
this can bring to their business without the stress of a trial period.
And finally, Framiac Software will offer framers
additional features to help them to be the best in
their class. Framers will be able to opt-in to those features if
they wish to take full advantage of the benefits.
Or they can stay with FramR FREE. Forever.
FramR FREE is available from framiac.com/free.
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YO U R
—

YOUR

S I L E N T

I like to think of a custom framer’s
display wall as a silent salesperson.
If you think about it, the display wall
is a truly versatile tool that can do
many things to educate and inspire
customers. As you consider ways
to improve your store, look at your
display wall. Is it doing everything
it can in order to reach out to
customers? When was the last time
it sparked an idea with a customer?
Is it a missed opportunity?
So many first-time customers need
help understanding what goes into the
process of framing a piece. Your display
wall can help you walk them through the
steps and offer tips for things to consider
in the decisions they’ll make for their
own projects. It is especially helpful for
demonstrating techniques that go beyond
the basic mountboard, frame and glass,
such as special mountings, custom-cut
mountboard, stacking frames, etc.
I’d suggest developing a brief overview of
the custom framing process using one or
two pieces from your display wall as props.
Practise it several times to perfect it and
train your staff on it so that you have a
reliable, go-to explanation you can share
with customers new to custom framing –
it is easier to understand why something
costs what it does when you can see
everything that goes into it!
A mountboard sample and a corner piece
of moulding don’t quite tell the full story,

D I S P LAY

WA L L

S A LES P ER S ON
BY

MEG

G L AS G OW

but an impressive finished piece does.
This is particularly helpful when dealing
with upgrades. The feedback from the Tru
Vue® consumer focus groups indicate that
customers want to know their options
before making a decision on their own
projects, even if those features are more
expensive.

this by using two pieces of Optium
Museum Acrylic, one that floats just above
the mirror to which the collar is mounted
on and then a second layer of Optium
Museum Acrylic. Describing something
like that to a customer without a visual
aid would be a challenge and certainly not
have the same impact as seeing it.

Customers become more interested in
premium materials when they can see the
benefits. Your silent salesperson can help
them experience the clarity of Museum
Glass and Optium Museum Acrylic®, or
the visual impact of stacked frames, or
intricately cut mountboards.

Your display wall is one of those areas in
your store that you can and should keep
regularly updated. You can do this by
simply adding new projects and rotating
between window displays and other parts
of your shop.

Nearly all custom framers have been at
the project table working with a client
who is overwhelmed by choices or can’t
imagine their finished piece. Your display
wall can help you demonstrate what kinds
of materials are used in different situations
and see how the various elements of the
framing package work together to create a
beautiful final product.
As framers, we know that custom framing
does more than preserve, protect, and
give a home to drawings, paintings and
photographs, but our customers might
not. Shadowboxes especially can get
customers thinking about what they have
at home that they want to preserve,
protect, and enjoy that aren’t flat items.
To help illustrate this, I have a shadowbox
on my wall that features an antique rodeo
collar in what appears to be a floating
mount over a mirror. I was able to create

As well as your display wall, make sure
your best design work is featured on social
media and your website. Get photos of
your best projects when the customer
comes to pick them up and post them
to Facebook or any other social media
platform you are using.

Meg Glasgow is the owner of The
Gallery at Finer Frames in Eagle,
Idaho, an award-winning art gallery
and custom framing shop that offers
innovative frame design, museum
framing, installation and art
preservation services. Check out
her website at finerframes.com
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SUPPORTING
T H E S C OT T I S H
H U N T I N G TO N ’ S
A S S O C I AT I O N

WILLOW’S 2017 FUNDRAISING
EXCEEDS £300,000
Arqadia is hugely proud to be a long-term
supporter of Willow Foundation, the charity
created by Bob and Megs Wilson (pictured) in
memory of their daughter Anna, who tragically
died of cancer at the age of just 31.

significant impact on the growth of Willow.

Willow’s annual ball was held in November at
the Royal Lancaster Hotel in London, where
an incredible group of individuals celebrated
another successful year, having raised more
than £300,000 and providing 260 Special Days
for the benefit of young people and their
families living with cancer.

Broadcaster and former Rugby Union
footballer Martin Bayfield was the host
and auctioneer for the night, supported by
entertainment from Tenors & Divas Incognito,
Lucy Kane and Dover Street Big Band, plus
Willow Ambassadors and celebrity guests
including Marvin Berglas, Martin Chivers,
Sam Kane, Linda Lusard, Simon McCoy, Jim
Rosenthal, David and Frankie Seaman, Katie
Swan, Rory Underwood and Clive Wilson.

This year’s ball was a particularly memorable
evening as it marked the launch of the Willow
at Heart Award. This award will run every year
and be used to recognise the contributions
of key individuals or groups who have had a

Arqadia’s involvement with Willow primarily
involves the framing of sporting and other
memorabilia that is donated to the charity
along with the sponsorship of various art
related activities.

DESIGNS WORTH
WAKING UP FOR
Harry Pass, creative director
at Elegant Clutter, and his
team recently exhibited at
Sleep, Europe’s hotel design,
development and architecture
event held at London’s Business
Design Centre.
Elegant Clutter used Arqadia
mouldings for all the framed art on
their stand, but recognising that
they had several artworks that
would benefit from non-reflective
glass, they reached out to Arqadia
to sponsor that element of their
stand. Arqadia supplied them with
the 11 pieces of high quality nonreflective glazing that they needed.
Commenting after the event Harry
noted: “It was a great event. The
stand looked fantastic and the
Clarity glass by Larson Juhl was a
subtle but much needed finishing
touch that we really appreciated
Arqadia’s support on – thank you
Arqadia!”

The Elegant Clutter team framed
a William Blake fine art print from
Tate Images, which they then
took inspiration from to build the
whole collection – even the sofa
and carpet were designed by them!
Other pieces included an original
painting of Shakespeare, a set of
portraits and a printed piece of
antique mirror glass.
Sadly, there was no trophy this
year. But the stand looked amazing
and it was great exposure for the
team.

Late last year, having received
a letter from the Scottish
Huntington’s Association asking
for support, Dot Clelland, coowner of The Port Gallery near
Glasgow decided she would put
herself forward to help.
Huntington’s disease is caused
by an inherited faulty gene that
damages certain nerve cells in
the brain. This brain damage gets
progressively worse over time,
before the person eventually dies
from it.
Dot comments: “I was more
than happy to help where I
could, more than the money,
to be able to raise awareness
of Huntington’s disease. Having
had a friend whose family was
affected by it.”
An active member of her local
creative community, Dot asked
her photographer contacts
and friends from the local art
clubs to donate their works
for an exhibition and auction
to raise money and awareness
for the Scottish Huntington’s
Association.
Dot also reached out to Arqadia,
who were happy to donate the
frames for the pieces being sold.
The event was held in November
last year, and was a fantastic
success.
Following the success of the 2017
event, Dot now plans to host a
2018 event at The Port Gallery.

Elegant Clutter offers bespoke
solutions for art and décor for
both small and large volume
commercial projects. The company
has a design led philosophy and
invests in strategic partnerships
with clients in the UK and abroad.

The Port Gallery is a bespoke
gallery situated in the
picturesque Auchinstarry Marina
near Glasgow, and features a
wonderful selection of both
original pieces and prints, they
also offer several specialist
services including printing,
picture framing and professional
photography.

For more information visit:
elegantclutter.co.uk

theportgallery.co.uk
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AT THE END OF 2016, AFTER A FLURRY OF FESTIVE
ORDERS CREATING CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR A
STEADY STREAM OF CUSTOMERS, THE TEAM AT
THE ART WORKS GOT A GIFT OF THEIR OWN –
THE KEYS TO THEIR NEW PREMISES! THIS
BEGAN FOUR MONTHS OF HARD WORK TO
TURN THE SHELL OF THE FORMER COUNCIL
CHAMBERS, BUILT IN 1900, INTO A UNIQUE
GALLERY SPACE AND FRAMING WORKSHOP.
As with any project on this scale there were setbacks, not least
in that someone broke in and vandalised the toilets, flooding
the place during the Christmas holidays. But unperturbed the
team cleared up the damage and continued to make progress.
The Art Works is owned and run by Martin Fisher and
Barryjohn Fowler, and specialises in custom framing for
businesses and homes. Martin commented: “We were so
excited to get in and show people the building. It was perfect
for us, with its stained-glass windows, period features and
detailed atrium ceiling. We knew it was going to be a really
inspiring and creative space to work in.”

As well as the not so nice
surprises there were also
some fantastic ones in the
Grade II listed building!
When they pulled up the
tatty, horrible green carpet
tiles, they revealed an
amazingly beautiful original
parquet floor. Barryjohn
commented:
“What were they thinking
glueing these awful tiles to
this hand-crafted floor?!
Surprises like this make
renovating an old building so
satisfying.”
Motivated by this discovery,
they pulled up all the
tiles and it was ready to
be restored.
There was still so much
work for them to do, with
all the utilities being installed
from scratch.

First stop was the electrics.
HW Metcalfe, who the team
have known and worked
with since the very start
of the Art Works, helped
them with this, rewiring the
building ready for the double
mitre saw.
With minimal disruption, and
whilst keeping up with all
orders, the team moved the
business from Wharfebank
Business Centre, where they
served Otley and beyond
over the past 20 years,
to the new premises on
Courthouse Street.
The open plan work space,
specifically designed for
framing, allows customers to
see the team at work, while
the exhibition space will
feature a regularly updated
range of artists. The team
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are now promoting the
gallery side of the business,
and working with artists to
promote their work and build
a network of creative people.
The new premises just cries
out to show-off art work; the
really high detailed ceilings,
original features and the
beautiful light created by the
glass atrium all enhance an
already inspirational space.
The Art Works will be hoping
to exhibit both renowned
artists and community
projects, and are also open
to new ideas. Open six days a
week, it will give more people
the opportunity to see the
art on display, and put less
pressure on the artist to go
for the ‘hard sell’.

Martin notes: “We are even
looking at new ways of
selling art, where more
money goes directly to the
artist. There are lots of
ideas at the moment and it’s
incredibly exciting – we can’t
wait to experiment and try
new things.”
After months and months
of hard work, planning and
organising, the team finally
moved into their new
premises last summer. They
find it is such a nice space to
be in, which will really help as
they spend a lot of time there!

More importantly it will help
with turning around work
quickly, as it is a bigger and
more efficient space to work
in, designed around making
frames in an organised
professional manner.

To find out more about them or their renovation project visit: artworksframing.co.uk
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T H E VA N I S HI NG S E R I E S
( M YS T I C G A R D E N G A L L E RY )
Linda Ravenscroft is well-known for her fantasy images. Her
work is highly collected and can be found on many licensed
products worldwide. Although Linda produces many beautiful
paintings of fantasy and magic, her most recent pieces have
taken a different direction with a new conservation theme,
reminding people of the fragile world we live in.

Talking about her inspiration for The

Vanishing Series, Linda comments: “It
started after I painted one of my fantasy
pieces called ‘The Vanishing’, a beautiful
dryad/tree fairy who appeared to be
disappearing into the background of the
painting. To me, she was a reminder of all
the traditions and old skills that are being
lost and forgotten, and how mankind is
becoming so apathetic and more reliant
on machines and technology – less able
to make and create things for themselves.
This sparked a stream of thought about
other things that are vanishing…our
animals and their habitats; which is when I
started to paint ‘The Vanishing Series’.”
Linda has always loved nature, it has
inspired her all of her life. She notes:
“Many of my fantasy paintings were
completely inspired by Mother Nature
and nature’s spirits, ancient myths of green
men and dryads, so it was only natural to
paint wildlife too.”
Linda’s work depicts animals, plants and
insects. Some of which still seem to be
in abundance but, in reality, some part
of their habitat or way of life may be
endangered now or in the not so distant
future. She comments: “I try to depict the
animal as close to life-size as I can.”
In each of the paintings a part of the

animal is deliberately left out, a wing or
section of the body, so that they appear
to be vanishing into the background of
the painting, vanishing out of our world.
Some of the pieces Linda has so far
completed include: ‘Nevermore’ featuring
a raven; ‘Hare Today (Gone Tomorrow)’
depicting a brown hare; ‘Forever Autumn’
portraying a hedgehog; and ‘Halcyon Days’
featuring a kingfisher; plus she has many
more planned.
Each piece is drawn on 600gsm hot
pressed watercolour paper or board using
a fine art pen, shaded, then acrylic paint
is applied to create the background. Linda
then applies the watercolour and adds
detail to the pieces before handing them
over to her husband, John, for framing.
Born in 1963, Linda Ravenscroft is a
self-taught artist, living with her husband,
John, and animal companions. Linda has
recently moved to the magical town of
Glastonbury, where she and John have
just finished renovating an old Georgian
bank to create a magical home and Linda’s
official gallery and studio space – ‘The
Mystic Garden Gallery’, named after one
of her first ever published art pieces.
To find out more about Linda or her
work visit lindaravenscroft.com
or themysticgarden.co.uk
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Eight years ago, Vince Henshall
decided to leave the world of IT
consultancy and move into picture
framing – since then he has become
a fantastic ambassador for the
industry, even appearing recently on
BBC Radio 4’s ‘You and Yours’.

buyers want to see the brush, finger
and knife marks, to assess the painting
first hand.”
There may be all sorts of
uncertainties out there but Vince
remains optimistic. “There is
definitely an increasing appreciation
of quality art. And while a lack of
confidence in the economy might
curb spending on big ticket items such
as holidays, I am finding people will
spend money on home improvements
instead, and redecoration often leads
to a review of what is on the walls!

Vince was invited onto Radio 4 when
the producer needed an expert to talk
about online art, following a report
on the topic from insurance company
Hiscox – and one of the BBC team
knew Abacus Picture Framing! Vince
has some very interesting thoughts
on the subject. He says: “While the
internet provides a fantastic platform
to showcase art, not that many people
are going to purchase an expensive
piece without seeing it.

“I think there is also a bit of an IKEA
backlash, especially with many of my
older customers. They are replacing
mass produced wall art with
individually chosen pieces.”

“If the art concerned has known
provenance, then it is understandable
that they might purchase online. A
well-known Damien Hirst, maybe.
But we are seeing an increasing
demand for oils and acrylics and

A

RESPONSE TO

It is perhaps the Baby Boomer
generation especially, who want to put
quality art on the walls of their newly
emptied nests. And they are looking
at art as an investment too. “Art can
bring such pleasure to people – we

PRICE

The 4walls
team loves to
get feedback
from readers
- especially if it
sparks discussion.
In Issue 26,
Jared Davies
wrote about how to overcome price
shock. Polly Miller, who runs The Gallery
Norfolk, advocates a different approach to
communicating prices to customers and
would always try to avoid giving customers
any sort of shock in the first place!
Polly’s retail offer includes a hand-picked
selection of paintings, limited edition prints,
jewellery and crafts – along with expert
in-house picture framing. She has outlets in
Norwich and Cromer.
For her, and her framer Hatty Atkins,
when it comes to selling specialist picture
framing the best route is to give the
customer an idea of the lowest or starting
price for getting their artwork framed.
Polly explains: “This enables the customer
to relax and we can then show in a totally

must never forget that,” says Vince. He
has fantastic energy and enthusiasm as
anyone who may have heard his Radio
4 interview will surely testify. “I did
get lots of positive comments,” says
Vince, who was clearly flattered to be
approached, but he has his feet firmly
on the ground and his top priority is
ensuring a steady flow of around 50
customers a week, which means he
and his team keep busy – just how he
likes it.
Abacus Picture Framing in
Mytholmroyd near Halifax is a
thriving business founded nearly
40 years ago by Alan Brooks. Vince
took over in 2009 and there are
now three full-time framers (the
youngest of whom is Alan’s son,
Ben) plus one on standby for busy
periods. Vince and his team offer a
bespoke framing service, as well as
selling original artwork, sculpture
and quality prints. Find out more
at abacusframes.co.uk and follow
them on Twitter @Abacusframing

SHOCK

transparent way the range of mouldings
available at higher prices and other
premium options such as specialist glass.”

pay – which can often be more than the

Polly feels most customers new to bespoke
framing need help to understand that the
process takes time and is a highly skilled
craft - when done properly! The quality of
the materials being used is very important
for the finished item but the framer’s
creative eye and skill are paramount in the
process.

and am known for giving ‘best advice’ –

The Gallery Norfolk has built up an
excellent reputation in the six years it has
been trading. Passionate about picture
framing, Polly feels that her previous career
as an art director in the music industry
has given her an ability to work with the
customer to get the best result for them
– they can find it hard to visualise how an
artwork will actually look when framed and
she values giving constructive but impartial
opinions on everything from mouldings to
the huge benefits of using specialist glass
on certain types of pictures. This ultimately
gives the customer confidence in their final
decision and the price they are agreeing to

cost of the artwork itself.
Polly adds: “I am very frank with people
even if this makes me less money. Because
in the long term I know it will pay off.
Much of my business comes from repeat
purchases and in this part of the world
especially, trust and word of mouth are
hugely important.”
Throughout the year, and in its seasonal
exhibitions, The Gallery Norfolk regularly
showcases the work of distinguished
Norfolk artists and craftspeople – such as
Leon Bunnewell, Ruth Bunnewell, Gareth
Jones, Selena Bragg, Carolyn Brookes
Davies – and of a number of artists
known nationally and internationally as
illustrators and printmakers – such as Sarah
McMenemy, Andy Lovell, Clare Cutts, Julia
McKenzie, Karen Radford, Jill Desborough,
Chris Wormell and Paul Bommer.
For more information visit
thegallerynorfolk.co.uk
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With the advent of
machinery changing within
the workshop, I thought I
could be forgiven on this
occasion to write about
framing a piece of ribbon
work to conservation
standard using my CMC
to mount the embroidery.
Ribbon work is embroidery
produced just using thin
ribbons and has a three
dimensional quality.
Picture 1 shows it before
any work commences.
As you know there are many
CMCs (Computerised Mount
Cutters) available and this
piece has been produced on
a Gunnar F1 Hybrid. It took
many years to convince me
that they are a valuable asset
to the workshop, but once
bitten by the bug, I could
not believe the diversity of
mounts available both as

self-standard and design. It was
also like having an extra pair
of hands in the workshop. So
here goes...
MATERIALS CHOSEN
For the stretched and laced
embroidery:
•

5mm Foamboard

•	2 ounce polyester wadding
•	Crochet thread and needle
•

T pins

•

ATG tape gun

For the mount, frame and glass:
•	8065 Hayseed for top and
inner mount
•

8645 Moss Point Green

•

Foamboard for spacing

•

Clarity AR-70 glazing

•	Moulding 206193740
Distressed gold
FRAMING PLAN
To lace a piece of embroidery
onto foamboard, triple:
mounting, glazing and framing.

METHOD FOR LACING
Cut a piece of 5mm foamboard
to a suitable size for the fabric
being stretched. Cut a piece
of Polyester wadding slightly
larger than the foamboard.
On the reverse of the board
run ATG or double sided tape
around the perimeter, lay the
board on top of the wadding
and pull the wadding round
over the tape. The tape holds
the wadding in place whilst
lacing and because it is on the
back of the board, it is not
compromising the embroidery.
(Pictures 2 and 3) The wadding
ensures a pleasant appearance
of the embroidery but more
importantly absorbs knots
and bumps that may be on the
back.
Use a few T pins to position
the embroidery onto the
foamboard. These will be
removed. (Pictures 4 and 5)

Place lacing thread in a tin on
the floor and thread with a
sharp large eyed needle. The
tin will prevent the thread
running around all over the
floor. (Picture 6)
Obviously stand the tin up
before starting. The lacing
process should be in a U shape
because this is less damaging.
The thread is carried behind
the fabric top and bottom
taking the strain off individual
lines. (Note: lacing in a
diamond fashion puts more
strain on the fabric). The
lacing starts at the bottom
right with the needle entering
fabric and then travelling up
to the top edge entering the
fabric from the front. The
needle passes behind the fabric
about 1-1.5cms and reappears
through the front of the fabric.
Needle now goes back to
the bottom section and this
process is repeated.
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The thread is continually
pulled through so that only
one thread is used. This is
important because it produces
even tensioning. (Pictures 7, 8, 9)
Complete right to left and
finally finish off the thread in
the top or bottom corner.
Remove the T pins holding
the fabric in place. Once
done, tensioning can now be
achieved. (Picture 10)
Pull every other thread
carefully from left to right
and then repeat three or four
times being more gentle each
time. At this point, cut the
thread leaving a few inches
and rethread needle. Once the
tension is appropriate (you
should be able to gently lift a
thread and it clicks back into
place), stitch the thread with
a few stitches to ensure it
doesn’t come undone.
(Picture 12)

Using a couple of T pins, fix the
ends to the side of the board
(Picture 11)

Moss Point Green inner
mount. A V groove was also
cut. (Picture 16)

attachment. The foamboard
must be slightly higher than
the laced embroidery.

because this helps to keep the
tension in the corners of the
fabric. Now repeat the lacing
process in the other dimension.
To finish it off, stitch down the
ends so that they are flat and
tidy. (Pictures 13, 14, 15)

Stick a fillet of 5mm foamboard
beneath the double mount
(4cms wide around the edge)
to provide additional space for
the 3D threads. (Picture 17)

(Pictures 19 and 20)

METHOD FOR MOUNT
CUTTING
I have chosen to mount the
embroidery with a close circle
to minimise the visible fabric
round the edges. I have cut a
circle on the CMC at 22.5cms.
The light Hayseed mount is
nice because it emphasises the
lighter coloured flowers in the
embroidery. (Picture 23)
An additional mount with
pretty corners was chosen
to soften the appearance,
Hayseed as top mount, and

Once the three mounts are
together, place on top of the
embroidery and lay something
flat across the central space
to check that you have enough
space away from the glass.
(Picture 18)
BACKING GLASS AND
FRAME
Stick a weight on the centre of
the embroidery to keep it in
place. (Picture 21)
Cut backing board and four
pieces of scrap foamboard.
These are used to hold
the embroidery in place
without any other form of

Cut glass. In this instance
I have used Clarity AR-70
for greater protection and
visibility. With the glass I
always seal the edges to keep
the package tight and prevent
the ingress of dust or bugs.
This eliminates the chance
of bits getting in during
assembly. (Picture 22)
Cut frame, fit and finish off.
Multi award-winning framer
Lyn Hall GCF (Adv), APF of
Fringe Arts has been framing
since 1983.
fringearts.co.uk
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SPORTING
PLINTHS

As many key sporting league and cup finals
approach, we thought we’d share with you an
idea to use any of our inset or offset mouldings
to create a plinth frame. Perfect for sporting
memorabilia, these plinth frames could also be
ideal to promote as Father’s Day gifts.
Arqadia inset mouldings come in black, white,
mahogany and barefaced, and our offset
mouldings come in the same array of colours,
plus ivory.
In these examples, we have used Suedette
mountboard just as an idea, but any board can be
used. For stability, we backed the board onto self
adhesive Fotofix foamboard.
Suedette board is available in 10 colours crimson, cabernet, mink, forest, bermuda, french
blue, blue night, shadow, dark shale and ebony.
If this has inspired you we’d love to see pictures
of your creations, tweet them to us using
@4wallsbyArqadia.

ASK THE

E X P E RTS

S H O U L D I U S E I N S TAG R A M
TO P RO M OT E M Y B U S I N E S S ?

W H AT M A K E S C O N S E R VAT I O N
MOUNTBOARD?

According to a new report from digital marketing research
firm eMarketer, people posting and sharing on Instagram will
account for almost one-third of all social media users worldwide
by 2021. So while Twitter and Facebook are still great channels,
Instagram is certainly one to start thinking about.

True conservation mountboard is quite literally the sum of
its parts – so only where the surface/backing paper, core, and
adhesives are all conservation grade materials, is that mountboard
regarded as conservation.

TOP TIPS TO GET YOU STARTED…
• Customise your bio. It may sound simple but you need to give
someone visiting your page a bit of context about your business.
Adding your website address is key.
• Take better pictures. Instagram is an image rich platform, so the
better the picture the better it will be received. Think about
your angles and lighting.
• Match the message to the channel. Social media is not one size
fits all, and that’s especially true of Instagram. While adding 15
hashtags to an Instagram post is entirely appropriate, using the
same post on Facebook or Twitter could look out of place.
• Optimise your hashtags. While Instagram will allow up to
30 hashtags on any one post, it’s not always appropriate or
necessary to use them all. Think about ones that are relevant
to your customers (i.e. using the hashtag for the town you’re in)
and industry i.e. #framing.

With Arqadia’s conservation mountboard the surface and backing
papers are made from chemically-treated pulp using pH sizing and
are lignin-free. They have a blue wool scale (BWS) minimum rating
of 3+, are buffered with calcium carbonate and the water-soluble
extracts are minimal.
The core has a high-quality alpha cellulose. Lignin-free and bright
white throughout. Buffered with calcium carbonate, it also passes
the Silver Tarnish Test and Photographic Activity Test.
And finally, the adhesive used is plasticiser-free, Aqeous PVA with
neutral pH.
All Arqadia conservation boards fully comply to FATG
conservation level. (See diagram to the right).

Follow Arqadia. You can find us at
instagram.com/4wallsbyarqadia
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D I A RY D AT E S
I N TO T H E
WO O D S : T R E E S I N
P H OTO G R A P H Y
THE V& A
UNTIL 22ND APRIL
Trees have long been a source
of inspiration for artists. This
display explores the diverse
representation of trees in
photography – as botanical
subjects and poetic symbols, in the
context of the natural and human
worlds.
Free

IMPRESSIONISTS IN
LO N D O N , F R E N C H
ARTISTS IN E XILE
(1 8 7 0 – 19 0 4 )
T H E TAT E –
LO N D O N
UNTIL 7TH MAY
This is the first exhibition to map
the connections between French
and British artists, patrons and art
dealers during a traumatic period
in French history. Highlighting
their engagement with British
culture, traditions and social life,
their art is a fascinating insight
into how London was perceived
by the visiting French artists and
the remarkable works that came
from their time here are not to be
missed.
£19.70
Free for members

R E D S TA R O V E R
RUSSIA
TAT E M O D E R N
UNTIL 18TH FEB
A dramatic visual history of Russia
and the Soviet Union from 1905 to
the death of Stalin – seen through
the eyes of artists, designers and
photographers.

COVER
PAPER

CORE

Whitecore
Backing Liner
Core
Surface Paper

BACKING
LINE

Conservation
Conservation
Standard*

v

Conservation
Conservation
Conservation
Conservation

* The cover paper for Arqadia Whitecore does not meet the Fine Art Trade
Guild level for Conservation as the cover paper will fade. It will not have any
impact on the artwork but aesthetically it will fade after time.

£13.30
Free for members

D R AW N I N CO LO U R
– DEGAS FROM
THE BURRELL
N AT I O N A L G A L L E R Y
UNTIL 7TH MAY
A rare opportunity to see stunning
paintings, pastels, and drawings
by leading French Impressionist
Hilaire-Germain-Edgar Degas.
Free

TA C I TA D E A N :
PORTR AIT
N AT I O N A L
P O RT R A I T G A L L ERY
LO N D O N – L E R N E R
GALLERIES
15TH MARCH TO 28TH MAY
This major new exhibition will
focus on portraiture primarily
through the medium of 16mm
film. The exhibition will be the
first in the gallery’s history to be
devoted to the medium of film,
and also reveals Tacita Dean’s own
longstanding and personal interest
in portraiture as a genre.
£14
Free for members

BP PORTR AIT
A W A R D 2 0 17
N AT I O N A L
GALLERIES
S COT L A N D –
EDINBURGH
UNTIL 11TH MARCH
Selected from 2,580 entries by
artists from 87 countries around
the world, the BP Portrait Award
2017 represents the very best in
contemporary portrait painting.
From informal and personal
studies of friends and family to
revealing images of famous faces,
the exhibition features a variety
of styles and approaches to the
contemporary painted portrait.
Free

EDMUND CLARK I N P L A C E O F H AT E
I KO N –
BIRMINGHAM
UNTIL 11 MARCH
British artist Edmund Clark is Ikon’s
artist-in-residence (2014–2018) at
Europe’s only entirely therapeutic
prison, HMP Grendon, in
Buckinghamshire. This exhibition
is the culmination of his residency,
comprising photography, video and
installation.
Free

On reflection,
you won’t pick
a better glass

Ref. 999001050/0218

perfectly placed
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